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FORECASTED DEMAND AND PROJECTED AGGREGATE SUPPLY  

FROM MINING SOURCES IN LEE COUNTY, FLORIDA  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Background 

Lampl Herbert Consultants (LHC) of Tallahassee, Florida was commissioned to review aggregate 

reserves issues for mines in Lee County, Florida and forecast demands through 2030 for FDOT-

quality coarse aggregate consumption for Lee County and surrounding counties. The primary 

research question addressed was whether FDOT will be able to source FDOT-quality coarse 

aggregate from existing and/or proposed area mines and/or rail/ship/barge terminals for 

projects in the Lee County area c. 2030 and beyond. 

The evaluation conducted here is on behalf of the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) 

and focuses on the industrial mines along Alico Road (referred to as the Alico Road Mining 

Corridor), southeast of the airport, that are permitted and active in 2011 and have remaining 

reserves of FDOT-quality coarse aggregate and fine aggregates within the respective permitted 

mine footprints. In addition, this evaluation includes a review of potential additions of reserves 

that could supply FDOT-quality aggregate from adjacent reserve areas. As of December 2011, 

the potential reserve areas are in various stages of regulatory permitting and review at the 

federal, state, and local levels. Lampl Herbert Consultants does not speculate on the final 

reserve areas that may be permitted in the future. 

The mining area lies within the Lee County Density Reduction / Groundwater Resource area 

(DR/GR), Figure 1. The demand component considers the construction market through 2030 for 

aggregates in the seven county areas (Lee, Collier, Hendry, Charlotte, Glades, DeSoto, and 

Sarasota Counties) surrounding the Lee County mines, Figure 2.  

The term “limerock” used by Lee County incorporates all limestone materials produced from 

mining operations; including limerock base, fill materials, and fine and coarse aggregates that 

can be produced as either commercial or FDOT-quality materials. This analysis focuses on areas 

that can supply FDOT-quality coarse and fine aggregates from the limestone mined in DR/GR 

and immediately adjacent areas for construction projects in the future. 
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Figure 1 - Selected Existing/Proposed “Limerock” Mines in the DR/GR 

 

 

Figure 2 - Seven-county market area used for this study 
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Previous Studies 

Lee County commissioned a study by Dover Kohl Partners (Dover Kohl) in 2008 to evaluate the 

limestone reserves in the DR/GR and surrounding area. Dover Kohl subcontracted the study to 

Bill Spikowski, Spikowski Planning Associates. Several mining companies and landowners where 

reserves are found retained Denis Roza, P.E., a mining engineer with more than 30 years of 

industry experience in Southwest Florida to review the Dover Kohl report. Additional 

supporting information was reviewed from titles listed in the attached bibliography 

(Attachment 1). 

Lee County Aggregate Reserves Issues 

The limestone reserves mined in Lee County currently are the main source of FDOT-quality 

coarse and fine aggregates in southwest Florida. These mine sources have been in operation for 

more than 20 years and supply a seven county area with commercial and residential 

construction and road building materials. The primary sources of FDOT-quality coarse aggregate 

along the Alico Road Mining Corridor are Vulcan Materials-Florida Rock Division (referred to as 

Florida Rock), Cemex, and Youngquist. The Bonita Grande Mine, south of these mines, has 

produced FDOT-quality coarse aggregate materials, but is nearing the end of its permitted life 

c.2018.  

The three industrial mines currently producing FDOT-quality coarse aggregate are in an area 

where geologic conditions are suitable for additional reserves for mine expansions or new 

mines. These mines and reserve areas are within the DR/GR – a planning overlay that regulates 

surface activities. Mining activities are continuing in the DR/GR area but Lee County has not 

approved recent applications for expansions or new mines. There are approximately 950 acres 

of proposed reserves awaiting Lee County regulatory approvals within the Alico Road Mining 

Corridor (725 acres from Florida Rock Mine No. 2 and 214 acres from Cemex Phase 3C for 

lateral expansions to the existing mines). There may be an additional 1,300 acres for the Florida 

Rock Mine No. 2 available under an Environmental Resource Permit (ERP) issued by the Florida 

Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) in November 2000.  

In addition, there are an estimated 6,200 acres of proposed greenfield mines that could 

produce FDOT-quality coarse aggregate in the immediate vicinity of the Alico Road Mining 

Corridor. These proposed mining areas include: Old Corkscrew Road Mine, Six L’s Mine, Troyer 

Brothers Mine, and Lost Grove Mine (in Collier County). The regulatory permitting and business 

development process for these mines to be fully permitted and operational may take up to 

seven years. 

As the largest single user of aggregate materials FDOT has interest in the southwest Florida area 

because of infrastructure construction projects planned and funded by FDOT through 2030 and 
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beyond. Commercial and residential construction aggregates demands for future developments 

are evaluated in as much as FDOT and commercial production are carried out together. 

Methodology and Assumptions 

Review of the Situation 

LHC independently reviewed all active, inactive, and proposed mines in Lee County and those in 

immediately surrounding counties and compared findings and conclusions from several 

published and unpublished sources. LHC retained the business and economic firm of 

ECONorthwest of Portland, Oregon to evaluate market demand in the seven-county market 

area (report included as Attachment 2). 

LHC conducted the review in the following manner: 

 Conducted independent economic demand analysis for the seven-county area through 
2030 (Attachment 2) 

 Reviewed research materials that included: 

o Report by Dover Kohl on limerock production and demand 

o Documents prepared by mining company consultants 

o FDOT State Materials Office documents 

o Geologic reports for the area from Florida Geological Survey (FGS) and US 
Geological Survey (USGS), and Southwest Florida Water Management District 
(SWFWMD) 

o Documents from: 

 Lee County 

 City of Bonita Springs 

 South Florida Water Management District  (SFWMD) 

 Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) 

 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) 

o FDOT reports: 

 FDOT Strategic Aggregate Report (2007) 

 Strategic Aggregates Review Task Force (2008)   

o Data (non-published) prepared by Denis Roza, P.E., industry consultant and Bill 
Spikowski (published), Lee County consultant, that included mine production 
estimates and estimated reserves 

o Reports by engineering and geological consultants on other greenfield mine 
properties in the immediate area 
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 Prepared independent review of permitted reserves in DR/GR area to calculate 
remaining reserves in permitted areas; reviewed potential reserve lands adjacent to 
permitted mines that are under permit review by Lee County 

 Updated estimates of mined areas for permitted mines through 2010  

 Conducted interviews with Bill Spikowski (Lee County consultant) and Denis Roza 
(industry consultant) who are knowledgeable informants on planning and mining topics 

 Reviewed FDOT State Materials Office database queries of laboratory test results related 
to aggregate quality of FDOT-approved mines in the DR/GR area; reviewed third-party 
research reports documenting the estimated production recovery of marketable rock; 
interviewed mine operators to determine estimates of production waste for mines in SW 
Florida 

 Prepared a limestone materials production spreadsheet using both Lee County and 
industry data   

 Prepared demand spreadsheet to evaluate market and supplies through 2030 using 
ECONorthwest demand data 

 Reviewed the potential for substitution of FDOT-quality aggregates by shipments to 
rail/ship/barge terminals within the market area 

 

Limestone Mines in Lee County 

Mines in Lee County consist of several types of operations to supply different markets and are 

dependent on the geologic conditions within reserve areas and the proposed end use and 

include: 

 Industrial mines planned and permitted to extract all available permitted reserves 

efficiently 

 Boutique mines1 planned and permitted to extract materials to create post-mining 

waterfront real estate developments with a planned sacrifice in mining efficiency 

 Sand, limestone, and shell-rock pits planned and permitted in areas where durable 

limestone rock is not readily available for coarse or fine aggregates 

The industrial mines reviewed include Cemex, Florida Rock, Youngquist and Bonita Grande. 

Table 1 provides mine history and reserves information.  

The industrial mines currently produce several coarse and fine aggregate products and limerock 

base for distribution as construction materials within a seven county area around the mines. 

The mines produce both FDOT-quality and commercial quality aggregates from the Tamiami 

limestone formation. The hard aggregates are produced from limestone reef deposits in the 

Tamiami formation that occur in a defined geographic area.  

                                                           
1 As defined in the 2007 FDOT Strategic Aggregates Report  
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Table 1 - Estimated Reserves for Various Scenarios 

Mine Company Phase Status 

Remaining Reserves Scenarios 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

Cemex Phase 3A & 3B Active 348 348 348 

Phase 3C Proposed N/A 214 214 

Florida Rock Green Meadow  Active 310 310 310 

Green Meadow (ext.) Active 863 863 863 

Fort Myers #2 Proposed N/A 725 2,031 

Youngquist University Lakes Active 1,167 1,167 1,167 

Bonita Grande Bonita Grande2 Active 12 12 12 

Total (acres)   2,700 3,639 4,945 

 

Estimated Mineable Acreage 

The baseline acreage used in this analysis was taken from the 3,576 acres of permitted, 

mineable acreage reported in Table B-2 (up through 2006) in the Dover Kohl Report (2008). 

Mines considered by Dover Kohl that did not produce coarse aggregate (based on FDOT 

reports) or have been mined out since 2006 were removed from acreage calculations. The 

Bonita Grande Mine reserve acreage was revised downward from 420 to 12 acres because 

mining is scheduled to end as early as 2018 as a condition of the mining permit issued by the 

City of Bonita Springs. The additional mined acreages for the industrial mines along Alico Road 

Mining Corridor were then updated by LHC to reflect mining activities from 2007 to 2010 as 

estimated from aerial images of the mines to document enlargement of mine lakes. The 

updated acreage of 2,700 acres of reserves allows for computation of remaining coarse 

aggregate reserves for the period 2011-2030. 

Average Minable Rock Thickness 

The average economically recoverable rock thickness was estimated to range from 40 to 60 feet 

in active mines. Within the industry, the minable rock thickness in mines is a confidential and 

proprietary number so the depth was inferred by using estimated depth of overburden, 

capacity and boom length of on-site dragline equipment, mining cut dimensions, and stockpile 

calculations.3  

 

                                                           
2 Estimate reserves for Bonita Grande are 165 acres. However, mining permit expires in 2018. LHC estimated that 
the mine could produce 1.2 million tons of material (equivalent to 12 acres) until 2018.  
3 Unpublished data provided by Mr. Denis Roza, P.E., Industry consultant; LHC reviewed and concurred with the 
methodology employed by Mr. Roza. 
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Terminology 

The Dover Kohl report did not discuss aggregate quality or a breakdown of coarse and fine 

aggregates in the assessment of reported reserves; rather, the document reported all reserves 

using the generic classification “limerock.” The Roza documents also presented information as 

“limerock” for reserves estimates. LHC adopted the accepted usage for the term limerock which 

is a crushed but ungraded material used for base materials in Florida4. For reserve calculations 

prepared by LHC the percentage of coarse aggregate and fine aggregate are used as the critical 

values for reserves calculations inasmuch as the Florida DOT is interested in the specific 

engineering materials that are quality validated by acceptance testing. LHC evaluated the 

quantities of limestone aggregates in the categories of “coarse” and “fine” rather than simply 

assigning all materials to the category of limerock. Limerock as a base material is readily 

available from all mines and there are substitutions available from mines producing soft 

limestone and shell-rock in the area. 

The quality of the reserves for the four mines was inferred by evaluating production records 

and acceptance testing for each mine available from the FDOT State Materials Office. 

Product Split from Mine-run Limestone 

A production split of 60 percent coarse aggregate and 40 percent fine/base aggregate was 

assumed for Lee County mines based on interviews with FDOT staff, using Miami-Dade Lake 

Belt production split of 70 percent coarse and 30 percent fine/base aggregate as a benchmark 

for Lee County. Furthermore, the Dodge data suggests that 60 percent of the total aggregate 

consumption is coarse aggregate and 40 percent is fine/base aggregate. 

Converting from Cubic Yards to Tons 

A factor of 1.35 was used to convert the volumetric measurement of cubic yards to the weight 

measurement in tons of materials. This conversion value is comparable to values ranging from 

1.25 to 1.35 as stated in various reports and documents for the mining district.  

Blasting Losses 

Blasting to break the limestone rock also pulverizes a portion of the rock which is not recovered 

by the dragline. LHC used a value of 10 percent for blasting loss by weight to be deducted from 

the in-place, in situ material, as discussed by McClellan, et al, in their 2002 study on limestone 

byproducts conducted for FDOT.5  

                                                           
4 2007 FDOT Strategic Aggregate Report 
5 McClellan, G. H., Eades, J.L., Fountain, K.B., Kirk, P., Rothfuss, C. 2002. Research and techno-economic evaluation: 
uses of limestone byproducts. 
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The limestone formation of the Tamiami formation being mined is generally hard and durable 

as expressed by the generally good abrasion loss values among the industrial mines. The in situ 

limestone contains both hard and soft limestone and occasionally stringers of silica sand. 

Blasting to break the rock pulverizes the softer portion of the limestone formation to fine 

particles that are winnowed from the coarser limestone fragments by the dragline working in 

the quarry lake (Figure 3). The silica sand fraction is lost in the blasting/recovery operations.   

 

Figure 3 - Dragline mining the Tamiami Formation showing winnowing of fines  

Mining Operational Losses 

LHC used a value of 20 percent for mining operation loss by weight to be deducted from the 

quarry-run material, as discussed by McClellan, et al, in their 2002 study on limestone 

byproducts conducted for FDOT6 to account for fines and unsellable/unusable products 

produced during crushing, sizing and handling operations before the materials are sold.  

Some of the fine materials created by crushing and sizing may be blended and used for limerock 

base and other products as a sale product, however, a considerable fraction of the fine 

materials may go unsold or in other words “intentionally wasted” depending on market 

conditions.  Studies by the University of Florida under contract with the State Materials Office 

of the FDOT demonstrated that as much as 50% of the materials mined from similar quality 

limestone deposits in the Brooksville area can go unsold (McClellan, et al); comparable data 

                                                           
6 McClellan, G. H., Eades, J.L., Fountain, K.B., Kirk, P., Rothfuss, C. 2002. Research and techno-economic evaluation: 
uses of limestone byproducts. 
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were not provided from mines in the Lee County area. Figure 4 illustrates fines from limestone 

mining that have been wasted by disposal into the quarry lake. 

 

Figure 4 - Example of backfilled fines from limestone processing deposited in a Lee County 

quarry lake 

Rock Quality – Averages for LA Abrasion and Bulk Specific Gravity 

LHC reviewed historic information from the FDOT Aggregate Analysis System regarding Quality 

Control (QC) and Independent Verification Reports (IV) statistical data for mines that supply 

FDOT-quality coarse and fine aggregate in the Lee County area.  

Data from Quality Control and Independent Verification Reports suggests that the LA Abrasion 

and Bulk Specific Gravity values are within acceptable ranges for the production of FDOT-quality 

coarse aggregate. LHC confirmed these findings by follow-up interviews with FDOT Staff. A 

summary is provided in Table 2:  

 

Backfilled fines 

from limestone 

processing 
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Table 2 - Range of means for LA Abrasion and Bulk Specific Gravity for mine that produce 
FDOT-approved material for Coarse Aggregate Mines in Lee County, Florida 

Mine  
(#FDOT ID) 

FDOT 
Products 

LA Abrasion Bulk Specific Gravity 

Quality  
Control 

Independent 
Verification 

Quality  
Control 

Independent 
Verification 

Cemex  
(#12008) 

C41 33 36 2.43 2.44 

C42 34 37 2.44 2.44 

C52 33 34 2.42 2.43 

C53 30 32 2.41 2.43 

F21 n/a n/a 2.50 2.51 

F22 n/a n/a 2.49 2.50 

      

Florida Rock  
(#12260) 

C51 36 36 2.32 2.30 

F20 n/a n/a 2.43 2.43 

F21 n/a n/a 2.43 2.44 

      

Youngquist  
(#12599) 

C42 39 39 2.24 2.23 

C53 38 38 2.25 2.24 

C54 41 n/a 2.21 no data 

C55 36 36 2.26 2.22 

F21 n/a n/a 2.46 2.42 

      

Bonita Grande  
(#12521) 

C41 34 35 2.32 2.31 

F20 n/a n/a 2.43 2.47 

 

Mining and the Lee County Land Development Code 

The Lee County 2011 Codification, defines Natural Resources Extraction as “The act of 

removing, through various techniques, renewable and non-renewable resources, excluding 

water, in their natural state on or below the surface of the earth. Such resources include but 

are not limited to sand, gravel, limestone, fill dirt, oil, and natural gas”. Lee County Policy 1.1.7 

recognizes that Industrial Development areas play an important role in strengthening the 

county’s economic base, and states that new limerock mining and fill dirt operations must be 

approved through the Mine Excavation Planned Development rezoning process in accordance 

with the Lee County Land Development Code. 

Currently, Map 14– Generalized Map of Existing and Approved Limerock Mining Areas, as 

provided in the Lee Plan 2011 – provides the boundaries of approved limerock mining areas 

(Figure 5). Map 14 describes the areas depicted as lands that can be used for extraction 

materials to meet the county's needs and to export to other communities, while amended to 

incorporate new mining areas by Lee County as outlined in Objective 10.1 of the 

Comprehensive Plan. The land use process contemplates a process to designate through the 

rezoning sufficient lands suitable for providing fill material, limerock, and other natural 
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 Figure 5 – Map 14 with DR/GR overlay (as published in the Lee Plan 2011 Codification) 
 

resource providing adequate protection for the county's natural resources. This provision was 

created by ordinance No. 94-30, 02-02). Please note, the legend states that this map is for 

illustrative purposes only and not intended to confer approval or limit limerock mining. 

On March 3, 2010, the Lee County Board of County Commissioners amended Map 14 to include 

additional mining areas (Figure 6). This map has not been adopted due to a challenge from 

Industry representatives.  

Currently, there are two methods to revise the mining areas depicted in Lee Plan Map 14. First, 

at any time within the Comprehensive Plan seven-year review cycle, a private landowner can 

request a review to have their lands considered. Secondly, the County reviews the mining areas 

on a seven-year review cycle. The next review cycle will be 2017.  
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Figure 6 – Lee Plan Map 14 as amended - Future Limerock Mining Overlay  

(on March 3, 2010, Lee County Board of County Commissioners amended Map 14 as part of Lee 
County Ordinance No. 10-20; Map not yet officially adopted) 

 

Market Area 

A seven county market area was used to forecast coarse aggregate demand. The market area 

boundary was defined as the driving distance in which material from a Lee County mine would 

be trucked compared to either trucking from the Miami-Dade Lake Belt area or a 

rail/ship/barge terminal using major county road and state highways (Figure 2). This seven-

county market area is consistent with previous demand studies prepared by Lee County.   
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Scenario Development for FDOT-Quality Coarse Aggregate  

LHC established five scenarios to illustrate possible mining and supply outcomes through 2030. 

Scenarios 1, 2, and 3 are tied to the existing mines along the Alico Road Mining Corridor and the 

permitted reserves and proposed expansions. Scenario 1 assumes that the mines will be 

constrained to the permitted reserves acreage available from 2011 through reserve depletion. 

Scenario 2 assumes limited expansion along the Alico Road Mining Corridor based on requests 

by the mining companies for pending Lee County land use permits and their ultimate approval. 

Scenario 3 assumes that reserves in Scenarios 1 and 2 will be mined and that additional acreage 

will be permitted by Lee County adjacent to the Florida Rock facility or equivalent acreage will 

be permitted. The term equivalent acreage as used here means that a mining company would 

assemble various un-mined tracts that contain commercially-viable, FDOT-quality aggregates. 

These tracts could include small parcels in the vicinity of the Alico Road Mining Corridor that 

could support existing mining operations. Other parcels (described in Scenario 4) that have 

been identified as potential reserves but are currently not permitted for mining could 

supplement the assumed acreage in Scenario 3.      

Scenario 4 reviews the various engineering and geologic consulting reports for four “greenfield” 

sites and provides a summary of the potential aggregate reserves. These properties are being 

considered for mining development by respective owners and are in various stages of 

regulatory review. Some of the acreage considered for Scenario 4 could be incorporated into 

the Scenario 3 category of “equivalent acreage” based on future regulatory decisions and 

business decisions among the existing mining companies and land-owners. 

Scenario 5 envisions supply contributions from mines outside the market area as substitutions 

for Lee County limestone products. These substitutions will be triggered by pricing of local 

materials and the transportation costs that may be incurred.  

LHC does not attempt to predict how mining or supply will occur in each Scenario inasmuch as 

the future events will be controlled by political and business decisions in an uncertain economic 

time. 

Scenario 1 – Mining of existing FDOT-quality coarse aggregate reserves (2,700 acres) 

Scenario 1 estimates 2,700 acres of mineable permitted reserves in which FDOT-quality coarse 

aggregate can be produced from the Cemex, Florida Rock, Youngquist, and Bonita Grande 

mines (Figure 7).  

From these 2,700 acres, it is estimated that 222,000,000 tons of material can be produced; 

133,000,000 tons of coarse aggregate and 89,000,000 tons of base/other fine aggregates will be  
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Figure 7 – Scenario 1 has 2,700 acres available for future mining 

produced. These aggregate production levels will meet 63 percent of the projected 2030 

demand forecast of 354,000,000 tons (212,000,000 tons of coarse aggregate and 142,000,000 

tons of base and fine aggregates) resulting in a shortfall of 132,000,000 tons of material; 

79,000,000 tons of coarse aggregate and 53,000,000 tons of base/other fine aggregates. The 

212,000,000 tons of coarse aggregate represents the projected forecast demand from 2011 to 

2030 depicted in Attachment 2, Table 3, under the designation Crushed Rock.  

Please see Table 3 for Scenario 1 summary.  

Comments regarding projected shortfall(s): 

 The projected 53,000,000 ton base/other fine aggregate shortfall can be met by other 

base/other fine aggregate mines and shell deposits in Collier, Lee, and Charlotte Counties.  

 The projected 79,000,000 ton coarse aggregate shortfall cannot be met by other permitted, 

coarse aggregate mines outside of Lee County in the market area.  

o Some portion of the shortfall can be supplied by permitted Collier County mines to 

the south of Lee County.  

Florida Rock 

Florida Rock 

Cemex 

Youngquist 
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o Some or all of the shortfall can be supplied by rail/ship/barge terminals to the north 

of Lee County.  

 An estimated 2,437 acres of new reserves at a nominal mineable thickness of 50 feet will be 

required to satisfy the projected coarse and base aggregate shortfall of 132,000,000 tons. 

Table 3 - Scenario 1 Estimated Production and Demand 

Mine Site 
Mine 
Status 

Estimated 
reserves (ac.) 

Thickness of 
mineable 

material (ft.) 

Limestone 
product 
(tons) 

Production Split (tons) 

Coarse 
aggregate at 

60% of 
production 

Base/ fine 
aggregate at 

40% of 
production 

Cemex Materials - 
Phase 3A & 3B Permitted 348 40 

                
21,828,787  

                
13,097,272  

                  
8,731,515  

Florida Rock - 
Green Meadows Permitted 310 45 

                
21,875,832  

                
13,125,499  

                  
8,750,333  

Florida Rock - 
Green Meadows 
Expansion Permitted 863 50 

                
67,666,104  

                
40,599,662  

                
27,066,442  

Youngquist  Permitted 1167 60 
             

109,802,563  
                

65,881,538  
                

43,921,025  

Bonita Grande  Permitted 12 60 
                  

1,129,075  
                      

677,445  
                      

451,630  

Production Totals  2,700  
             

222,000,000  
             

133,000,000  
                

89,000,000  

Forecasted 
Demand    

                  
354,000,000   212,000,000 142,000,000 

(Shortfall) or 
Surplus  (2,437)7  

                
(132,000,000) 

            
(79,000,000) 

            
(53,000,000) 

 

Scenario 2 – Mining of existing permitted reserves and selected partially-permitted new 

reserves contiguous to existing FDOT-quality coarse aggregate operations (3,639 acres) 

Scenario 2 estimates 2,700 acres of mineable permitted reserves in which FDOT-quality coarse 

aggregate can be produced from the Cemex, Florida Rock, Youngquist, and Bonita Grande 

mines and an additional 939 acres from partially-permitted, contiguous Florida Rock and Cemex 

mines resulting in a total of 3,639 acres (Figure 8). From these 3,639 acres, it is estimated that 

293,000,000 tons of material can be produced; 176,000,000 tons of coarse aggregate and 

117,000,000 tons of base/other fine aggregates will be produced.  

These production levels will meet 83 percent of the projected 2030 demand forecast of 

354,000,000 tons (212,000,000 tons of coarse aggregate and 142,000,000 tons of base and fine 

                                                           
7 The estimated shortfall of 2,437 acres was calculated by taking 132,000,000 ton shortfall and reincorporating the 

20 percent mining processing and 10 percent blasting losses, and assumed 50 foot mineable thickness, and 
conversion factor of 1.35 tons per cubic yard.  
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aggregates) resulting in a shortfall of 61,000,000 tons of material; 36,000,000 tons of coarse 

aggregate and 25,000,000 tons of base/other fine aggregates.  

 

Figure 8 – Scenario 2 has 3,639 acres available for future mining 

Please see Table 4 for a summary of Scenario 2.  

Comments regarding projected shortfall(s): 

 The projected 25,000,000 ton base/other fine aggregate shortfall can be met by other 

base/other fine aggregate mines in Collier, Lee, and Charlotte Counties.  

 The projected 36,000,000 ton coarse aggregate shortfall cannot be met by other permitted 

coarse aggregate mines outside of Lee County and within the market area.  

o Some portion of the shortfall can be supplied by permitted Collier County mines to 

the south of Lee County.  

o Some or all of the shortfall can be supplied by rail/ship/barge terminals to the north 

of Lee County.  

 An estimated 1,136 acres of new permitted reserves at a nominal mineable thickness of 50 

feet will be required to satisfy the projected coarse and base aggregate shortfall of 

61,000,000 tons.  

Florida Rock 

Florida Rock 

Cemex 

Youngquist 

725 acres 

214 ac. 
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Table 4 - Scenario 2 Estimated Production and Demand 

Mine Site 
Mine 
Status 

Estimated 
reserves (ac.) 

Thickness of 
mineable 

material (ft.) 

Limestone 
product 
(tons) 

Production Split (tons) 

Coarse 
aggregate at 

60% of 
production 

Base/ fine 
aggregate at 

40% of 
production 

Cemex Materials - 
Phase 3A & 3B Permitted 348 40 

                
21,828,787  

                
13,097,272  

                  
8,731,515  

Florida Rock - 
Green Meadows Permitted 310 45 

                
21,875,832  

                
13,125,499  

                  
8,750,333  

Florida Rock - 
Green Meadows 
Expansion Permitted 863 50 

                
67,666,104  

                
40,599,662  

                
27,066,442  

Youngquist  Permitted 1167 60 
             

109,802,563  
                

65,881,538  
                

43,921,025  

Bonita Grande  Permitted 12 60 
                  

1,129,075  
                      

677,445  
                      

451,630  

       

Cemex Materials - 
Phase 3C 

Partially-
permitted 214 40 

                
13,423,450  

                  
8,054,070  

                  
5,369,380  

Florida Rock – 
Mine #2 

Partially-
permitted 724 50 

                
56,845,800  

                
34,107,480  

                
22,738,320  

Production Totals  3,639  
             

293,000,000 
             

176,000,000  
             

117,000,000  

Forecasted 
Demand    

                  
354,000,000  212,000,000 142,000,000 

(Shortfall) or 
Surplus  (1,136)8  

                  
(61,000,000) 

            
(36,000,000) 

            
(25,000,000) 

 

Scenario 3 – Mining of existing permitted reserves and selected partially-permitted reserves 

contiguous to existing FDOT-quality coarse aggregate operations or equivalent acreage (4,945 

acres) 

Scenario 3 estimates 4,945 acres of mineable permitted new reserves in which FDOT-quality 

coarse aggregate can be produced from the Cemex, Florida Rock, Youngquist, and Bonita 

Grande mines and the contiguous Florida Rock and Cemex mines or equivalent of 2,031 acres of 

new reserves within the DR/GR (Figure 9). The equivalent acreage could be from Florida Rock 

Expansion Mine #2 and/or other mineable properties.  Some of the acreage presented in 

Scenario 4 may be incorporated into the Scenario 3 category of “equivalent acreage”. 

From these 4,945 acres, it is estimated that 395,000,000 tons of material can be produced; 

237,000,000 tons of coarse aggregate and 158,000,000 tons of base/other fine aggregates will 

be produced.  

                                                           
8 The estimated shortfall of 1,136 acres was calculated by taking 61,000,000 ton shortfall and reincorporating the 
20 percent mining processing and 10 percent blasting losses, and assumed 50 foot mineable thickness, and 
conversion factor of 1.35 tons per cubic yard. 
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Figure 9 – Scenario 3 has 4,945 acres available for future mining 

These production levels will meet the projected 2030 demand forecast of 354,000,000 tons 

(212,000,000 tons of coarse aggregate and 142,000,000 tons of base and fine aggregates) 

resulting in a surplus of 41,000,000 tons of material; 25,000,000 tons of coarse aggregate and 

16,000,000 tons of base/other fine aggregates.  

Please see Table 5 for a summary of Scenario 3.  

Comments regarding projected surplus: 

 The mining activities during the period through 2030 will likely exhaust the permitted and 

proposed reserves for both the Cemex and Youngquist mines. 

 Post 2030 

o The remaining reserves at the Florida Rock Mine will allow an additional 20 years of 

operations at 4 million tons per year of production. 

o Without mine expansion to increase annual tonnage from the permitted reserves in 

Scenario 3, the Florida Rock Mine may continue to produce up to 4 million tons per 

year and leave a shortfall in the market area of 5 to 8 million tons based on the 

annual forecasted demand at year 2030. 

Florida Rock 

Florida Rock 

Cemex 

Youngquist 

2,031 acres 
(or equivalent acreage) 

214 ac. 
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o The continuing demand post-2030 for base/other fine aggregate shortfall will likely 

be met by other base/other fine aggregate and shell rock mines in Collier, Lee, and 

Charlotte Counties.  

o The continuing demand post-2030 for coarse aggregate cannot be met by other 

permitted mines within the Lee County market area.  

o Some or all of the shortfall can be supplied by rail/ship/barge terminal to the north 

of Lee County.  

Table 5 - Scenario 3 Estimated Production and Demand 

Mine Site 
Mine 
Status 

Estimated 
reserves (ac.) 

Thickness of 
mineable 

material (ft.) 

Limestone 
product 
(tons) 

Production Split (tons) 

Coarse 
aggregate at 

60% of 
production 

Base/ fine 
aggregate at 

40% of 
production 

Cemex Materials - 
Phase 3A & 3B Permitted 348 40 

                
21,828,787  

                
13,097,272  

                  
8,731,515  

Florida Rock - Green 
Meadows Permitted 310 45 

                
21,875,832  

                
13,125,499  

                  
8,750,333  

Florida Rock - Green 
Meadows 
Expansion Permitted 863 50 

                
67,666,104  

                
40,599,662  

                
27,066,442  

Youngquist  Permitted 1167 60 
             

109,802,563  
                

65,881,538  
                

43,921,025  

Bonita Grande  Permitted 12 60 
                  

1,129,075  
                      

677,445  
                      

451,630  

       

Cemex Materials - 
Phase 3C 

Partially-
permitted 214 40 

                
13,423,450  

                  
8,054,070  

                  
5,369,380  

Florida Rock – Mine 
#2 (or equivalent 
acreage) 

Partially-
permitted 2,031 50 

             
159,246,648  

                
95,547,989  

                
63,698,659  

Production Totals  4,945  
             

395,000,000  
             

237,000,000  
             

158,000,000  

Forecasted Demand    
                  

354,000,000  212,000,000 142,000,000 

(Shortfall) or 
Surplus  7609  

                    
41,000,000  

              
25,000,000  

              
16,000,000  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
9 The estimated surplus of 760 acres was calculated by taking 41,000,000 tons and reincorporating the 20 percent 
mining processing and 10 percent blasting losses, and assumed 50 foot mineable thickness, and conversion factor 
of 1.35 tons per cubic yard. 
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Scenario 4 – Mining of Identified But Unpermitted Reserves  

Scenario 4 considers additions from the proposed mines to the east of the Alico Road Mining 

Corridor in Lee and Collier Counties. Figure 10 highlights four potential mining areas that are 

proposed to supply FDOT-quality coarse aggregate.  

 

Figure 10 – Proposed mines outside of the Alico Road Mining Corridor 

Table 6 was developed using information presented in Hydrogeology and Preliminary Mining 

Assessment Reports for each of the proposed mines and were prepared by engineering and 

geological consultants. The consultants estimated that 175,000,000 tons of aggregate can be 

produced from these proposed mine areas. These mines are in the permitting stages and there 

was limited data for coarse aggregate identified in these studies. 
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Table 6 – Scenario 4 Estimated coarse aggregate reserves from potential mining areas 

Property Total 
Project 
(acres) 

Mineable 
Acreage  
(acres) 

Thickness of 
economic unit –in 
feet (commercially 
sellable materials) 

Post-processing 
Estimated Aggregate 

Reserves (tons) 

Troyer Brothers 1,804 630 116 to 286  42,000,000 

FFD – Six L’s10 5,209 2,334  70 to 184 50,000,000 

Old Corkscrew Plantation 4,205 2,548  45 to 253 58,000,000 

Lost Grove11 1,383 741 45 to 145 25,000,00012 

Total  6,253  175,000,000 

 

Scenario 5 – Substitution from rail/ship/barge terminals within the seven county market area    

Scenario 5 is dependent on a series of market-driven events that require that Lee County 

sources be augmented by substitutions of out-of-state granite and/or limestone rail shipped or 

vessel transported to terminals within the seven county area now served by the Lee County 

mines. This augmentation by substitution will be dependent on market price and availability of 

various types of FDOT-quality materials required over the next 20 years. Substitution is 

expected to occur at some level through 2030 as dictated by the types of FDOT and commercial 

projects that are planned and built over the next 18 years.  

Figures 11 and 12 depict typical rail and ship/barge terminals that currently serve the seven-

county market area. Active rail terminals in Manatee, Polk, and Hillsborough Counties presently 

are serving portions of the seven-county market area. The rail terminals serve as distribution 

points for aggregates shipping into areas where aggregates are not locally available from 

Florida mines. Mines in the Lake Belt in Miami-Dade County ship to rail terminals along the 

Florida east coast as far north as Jacksonville. Rail terminals throughout the state distribute 

FDOT-quality coarse and fine aggregates from mines in Georgia and Alabama. Ship/barge 

terminals can supply FDOT-quality aggregates from overseas sources with intervening truck 

hauls to project sites.  

Scenario 5 substitutions would be implemented by the construction, mining and transportation 

industries when the aggregate supply and costs warrant investment in terminal facilities that 

can serve the seven-county market area with short truck haul distances to job sites. A single 

rail/ship/barge terminal could supply 1,000,000 tons/year of FDOT-quality coarse aggregate 

                                                           
10 Estimated by Lampl Herbert Consultants from tonnage data presented in a consultants Hydrogeology Report by 
comparing other local mine tonnage; report did not include mine production estimates. 
11 Collier County Environmental Advisory Council Staff Report, September 7, 2011. Mining Consultant estimates 
reserves of 59,200,000 tons of limerock material. 
12 Estimated by Lampl Herbert Consultants; The 25,000,000 tons of coarse aggregate reported here takes in 
account 10% blasting and 20% processing losses with a 60% coarse aggregate production split of the 59,200,000 
tons of limerock material. 
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into the market area.13 Multiple terminals could be used to scale up to meet demands as 

needed. 

 
Figure 11 – Conrad Yelvington Rail Terminal TM548 at Palmetto, Florida (northern Manatee 

County) receiving in-state and out-of-state FDOT-approved aggregate products 

 

 
Figure 12 – Florida Rock Materials Ship terminal TM694 at Palmetto, Florida (northern 

Manatee County) receiving out of-state FDOT-approved aggregate products 
                                                           
13 Personal communication with Gary Yelvington, President, Conrad Yelvington Distributors, Inc. 
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Forecasted Consumption for Crushed Limestone within  

the Seven-County Market Area through 2030 

LHC retained ECONorthwest to prepare a forecast for the long-term consumption of crushed 

limestone for Lee County and the surrounding market area. The methodology is based on the 

economic relationship between the county population and the amount of crushed rock 

consumed by that population. County population and population growth data from the January 

2010 proceedings of the Florida Demographic Estimating Conference by Florida Office of 

Economic & Demographic Research and crushed rock consumption data from McGraw Hill 

Construction Dodge - Research & Analytics (“Dodge”) was used for the years 1999 through 

2030.  

 

Total crushed rock forecast for decades 2011‐2020 and 2021‐2030 was based on the regression 

model and adjustments for the overhang of excess construction. The model forecasted a 

consumption of 354,000,000 tons of material; 212,000,000 tons of coarse aggregate and 

142,000,000 tons14 of fine/base aggregate through 2030. See Attachment 2 for the 

ECONorthwest report.  

 

Vulnerabilities to Supply and Demand Estimates 

LHC has provided the following points as caveats that may impact the analysis presented above: 

Supply  

 Political and regulatory uncertainty regarding future mine lands in Lee/Collier Counties  

 Compatibility issues between industrial and residential land uses that may impact future 
mine development 

 Disproportionate escalations in fuel costs that impact truck hauling distances  

 Additions and substitutions available in the marketplace at competitive prices 

Demand 

 Competition for Lee County aggregates if Lake Belt production is lost 

 Transportation infrastructure funding for projects in southwest Florida 

 Regional economic conditions for commercial and residential construction projects  

  

                                                           
14 Tonnage based on an assumed 40 percent production split for fine/base material. 
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Findings Relative to FDOT Needs 

LHC was asked to provide an analysis of supply and demand issues for FDOT-quality coarse 

aggregates in the Lee County area. Specifically, will FDOT be able to source FDOT-quality coarse 

aggregate from existing and/or proposed area mines and/or rail/ship/barge terminals for 

projects in the Lee County area c. 2030 and beyond? This analysis concludes that FDOT-quality 

coarse aggregates are likely to be available in sufficient quantities through 2030 from mines in 

Lee County. Shortfalls are predicted to occur in Scenarios 1 and 2, and a surplus is predicted in 

Scenario 3. Base aggregate shortfalls will be met by local base mines, however, the coarse 

aggregate shortfalls will be filled by aggregates transported by ship, barge, or rail, then trucked 

into the market area. Scenarios with coarse aggregate shortfalls may result in a higher price for 

the “terminal-truck-imported” aggregates. 

Beyond 2030, permitted, or reserves expected to be permitted in Lee County are predicted to 

be in short supply. Substitutions are expected to play a major role in supplying FDOT-quality 

coarse aggregate into the seven-county market area. Higher construction costs are to be 

expected with imported materials substituting in the marketplace. 

Table 7 provides a summary of the production and demand scenarios that have been discussed 

above.  

Table 7 - Summary of Production and Demand Scenarios 

Scenario 

Estimated 
reserves 

(ac.) 

Limestone 
product 
(tons) 

Coarse 
aggregate: 

60% 
production 

split 

 Base/fine 
aggregate: 

40% 
production 

split 

Estimated 
acreage 

surplus or 
shortfall 

Scenario 1 - Coarse aggregate 
permitted reserves in Lee County 2,700 (132,000,000) (79,000,000) (53,000,000) 

Shortfall of 
2,437 acres 

Scenario 2 - Coarse aggregate 
permitted reserves in Lee County 
(Scenario 1) plus 939 acres potential 
reserves along the Alico Road Mining 
Corridor (pending Lee County review) 3,639 (61,000,000) (36,000,000) (25,000,000) 

Shortfall of 
1,136 acres 

Scenario 3 - Coarse aggregate 
permitted reserves in Lee County 
Scenarios 1 and 2 plus 2,245 acres of 
potential reserves within the Alico 
Road Mining Corridor (pending 
federal, state and local review) or 
from possible reserve areas pending 
legal and permit resolution to the east 
and southeast of existing industrial 
mines 4,945 41,000,000 25,000,000 16,000,000 

Surplus of 
760 acres  
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Table 7 - Summary of Production and Demand Scenarios 

Scenario 

Estimated 
reserves 

(ac.) 

Limestone 
product 
(tons) 

Coarse 
aggregate: 

60% 
production 

split 

 Base/fine 
aggregate: 

40% 
production 

split 

Estimated 
acreage 

surplus or 
shortfall 

Scenario 4 - Estimated coarse 
aggregate reserves for mines east of 
the Alico Road Mining Corridor 
(pending federal, state and local 
review) 

Aggregate Additions: The 6,253 potential mineable acres could produce 
175,000,000 tons of coarse aggregate. This aggregate could be used to 
offset projected shortfalls in Scenarios 1 and 2 or extend the life of Lee 

County reserves for Scenarios 1, 2, and 3. 

Scenario 5 - New rail/ship/barge 
terminals within the seven county 
market area 

Aggregate Substitutions: Multiple rail/ship/barge terminals strategically 
placed in the market area could supply 1,000,000 tons/year or 

20,000,000 tons each of coarse aggregate through 2030. This aggregate 
could be used to offset projected shortfalls in Scenarios 1 and 2 or extend 

the life of Lee County reserves for Scenarios 1, 2, and 3. 

NOTE – Numbers in parentheses are projected shortfalls in aggregate production as compared to forecasted 
demand. 

 

Disclaimer 

The content of this report reflects the views of the authors who are solely responsible for the 

facts and accuracy of the data as well as for the opinions, findings and conclusions presented 

herein. The contents do not necessarily reflect the official views or policies of the Florida 

Department of Transportation. This report does not constitute a standard, specification, or 

regulation. In addition, the above listed agency assumes no liability for its contents or use 

thereof. 

 


